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Introduction: 

IIT Bombay - Spoken Tutorial (ST), Govt. Of India provides easy to learn Audio-Video tutorials for 

students to learn actively, on their own, the Basic computer skills, Multimedia and other job oriented 

IT skills. In the past 8 years these and other computer courses from basic to advanced level have been 

offered in colleges all over India. Till date, 47 lakh college students covering all States and 75% 

districts in India have been trained using this method. Out of 411181 which is the count of total 

Participants trained till date in Gujarat. Many colleges are enthusiastically continuing the program 

since years and the training has been well received by students and faculty. 

Advantages 

1.  Students to learn on their own through an innovative audio video e-tutor in Hindi, Gujarati or other 

regional languages. 

2.  No expert needed, minimum faculty involvement & minimal academic disruption in lab/ college. 

3.  Students trained on wide range of courses like LibreOffice (Office automation software), 

Animation packages, Blender, Multimedia, Programming languages C, C++/Java etc. to become 

skilled and improve their academic and job prospects. 

4.  Training on various lucrative ST based IT courses to be deployed in the colleges and course 

syllabus to promote innovation in learning & teaching methodology and enrich curriculum. 

Opportunity to take relevant ST Courses (IT, CS etc.) per the university/ college syllabus as a valuable 

e-resource. 

5.  Colleges can satisfy their MOOC's requirement recently announced by AICTE & UGC. Through 

ST.  

6.  Use of Open source software which Govt. Of India including Gujarat State Govt., are promoting 

for colleges and e-governance. 

7.  24X7 support & guidance from IIT Bombay team to each college and faculty to organize the 

training, tests and for getting certificates. 

8.  This award winning, mature and successful Program comes under NMEICT, Govt. Of India and 

created by IIT Bombay – MHRD. 

To implement this training in all the colleges coming under Gujarat Technical University. Each 

college has to pay the User fee payment of Rs. 25000/- per year to start the training. This covers any 

number of students/faculty taking any number of courses and Certificates. For course details, please 

refer E-Brochure (https://process.spoken-tutorial.org/images/a/a8/E-brochure.pdf) 

Key Contacts: 

GTU: ap_jignasha@gtu.edu.in 

Spoken Tutorial, IIT Bombay: Ruchi Sharma/  ruchisharma.stiitb@gmail.com/ 08450944151 
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